THE INDUSTRY’S STANDARD IN BEVERAGE CONTROL SYSTEMS

- Seven price codes
- Four programmable portion sizes
- POS/ECR interface
- Compact and affordable

All-Bottle™ 704

www.BergLiquorControls.com
FEATURES:

• Reads up to seven different price codes — using either the standard or fast-pour style of Berg’s price coded pourers.

• Offers FOUR pre-set portion sizes — adjustable from 1/8 to 10 ounces, for each price code.

• Get pour counts and dollar totals on demand — with backlit LCD display.

• Stand alone reporting — of X, Z, and Last Z via serial thermal printer (Fig. 1).

• Easy Programming — via the menu on the unit’s two-line display OR as part of Berg’s Dispenser network with the Berg licensed software.

• Mechanical keyswitch lockout — for additional after hours security.

• Standard POS/ECR (Serial) Interface — assures that all pouring activity is recorded at the sales terminal.